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ABS_TRACT
The production_ of high energy gamma and
neutrlmo radiatio_ is studied for Cyg X-3.
A heating model is proposed to explai_L ths:
presemoe o£ onl_ one gamma-pulse durlm_;
4.8h pem_od of the source. The acce!erat&-
on:mechanisms ar_ discussed. Higk energy
neu_ri_a flux fmom Cyg;,'X-3 is_ calculate&.
I.. In.troductiom. Cyg X_-3 is a powerful _miable source deteo_e& i_
radic_ infrared, X-ra_, and ¥-radiation. The observed 4.8_ periadici_-
tM is imterprete& as orb_ital motio_ in,a bimar_ system., Reoe_l_ the
same per,_cd_ioi_y was disoovere_ i_ _ -radiatio_ with E F >._0 I_eV
(Samorski and _%amm, _983_ Momello et al 1983,_Lloy_d-Evans et al _9:8.3).
l_or the iI_terpretation of the data, mostl_ _X-ra_ and _-radiatio_
a hiuary model is invoked. _ compact source in the binary= cea_be a
white dwarf or a neutr_a star. The separati_ of the two components:
of the_binary found from 4.8h perio& i_ A_]l.lO11_M_+M_)/_iOD_4m. The
system must be coated by relatively dense ga_.Itfolle_s f_om the o_-
serve_l cut off of X-ra_ spectram which_ implies: the total colum_ den-
si_ty betweem 3._O_au& 2.IO _5 _/cm _ ..The absence of the £1a% eclipse
X-ra_ curv_ also demands ZO'.. i_ts imterpretatia_ the pre_se_ce of the
gas around the system in which: X-ray scattering takes place, ks far
as high energ_ _ -ray productiom is com_ermed, this density is very..
low. To lea_e the system transparen_ for X-rays; the column densi_
must be less than 0.3-I_/cm m while for effective _ -ra_ produoti_
x _ 40-7Og/cm _ is needed. The effectivity _is in_reasimg_ in the bina-
ry models where I -rays are produced in atmosphere of the normal
ccmponen_ (Berezinsk_v 1979), as illustrated in Fi_.l
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_. The scheme of"_) - and _-pulsar//(reproduced from Berezinsky 1979)
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These models were put forward as possible ones for high energy neu-
trino radiation accompanied by relatively small flux of _ -radiation
(hidden sources). They were successfully used by Vestand and Eichler
(I@82) for Cyg X-3. In contrast to Berezinsky (I_979) Vestrand and
Eichler (I982) considered also production of _ -rays by the elec-
trons which can be important for _ -radiatiom with E _ >_ 7,0t_ eV.
2. Difficulties. The atmospheric model production meits difficulties
of two kinds. The atmosphere of the normal component intersects the
the line of sight twice during the cycle, producing thus two _ -pul-
ses symmetric relatively to the phase of X-ray eclipse. In reality
at E M > IO l_eF only one _'-pulse was observed. The second difficul-
ty is connected wf_h _he duratio= of l-pulse expected in the afore-
mentioned model. Gamma-rays are produced in the channel where column
density of gas is ×_X_J. _ X_<X_ the _°-mesons are not pro-
duced_ if _>>X_ gamma_ are absorbed. Suppose the effective _-cha-
nnel is limited by x m_ -xr_2 and xm_=Yzr= 2 and consider a star
of radius R surro_ded by an exponential atmosphere_ (h)_ 9o_P(-h/H)
where H_R_/(m_aM) is characteristic height of atmosphere. It is
easy to caloul_te the linear width of the channel in which the co-
lumn density ranges between x_ and 2z _ . It is equal to h,- h g_=
Hln2 and therefore (ht-h_)/RNH/R<<I. By other words the duration
of _-pulse _ (h,-hm)v is very small and hence the cosmic ray lumi-
nosity of the pulsar must be very high to explain the observed _-ray
flux.
3. Heating model. Both difficulties can be eliminated in the follo-
wing model. The pulsar produces the beam of accelerated particles in
the direction of the observer. When the normal component of the bina-
ry crosses the line of sight, and thus the beam, it is heated to the
high temperature. The evaporated gas forms a cloud behind the star
in which _-radiation is produced. In this case there is only one
-pulse per period and its duration is large. As a normal component
we shall take the main sequence star with mass M=2.3M6p , with radius
R=I.3.10 II cm and temperature To=7000 K. Letus show that during orbi-
tal period the star is heated toa high temperature and then is
cooled to its normal temperature. First we shall estimate the charac-
teristic heating time Th" The equilibrium temperature can be calcula-
ted as
where to is luminosity of proton beam and 0_=5.6.10 erg.s'Icm"_K -_.
High energy protons undergoing nuclear collisions at the surface of
the star produce a nuclear-electromagnetic cascade. The thickness of
the heated crust of the star can be taken as the depth at which the
cascade reaches its maximum, in our estimates we shall take for it
x_ l_g/cm _". Th_ heating time is
where N_I.IO _O is the number of electrons in the depth x,_lO g/cm _-
of the star. Therefore the heating time _ is considerably shorter
than the time during which the star crosses the proton beam, __ ,_
_TR/_A_5.IO 5 s. Now let us estimate the characteristic cooling time
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down to normal temperature of the star T =7000 K. Taking into acco-
unt only outer surface cooling, one gets
K 3= _ I,'_'10 5 (3)
which is considerably less than orbital period T=4.8h_I.7.IO_s.
4. High energy gamma and neutrino fluxes.Consider first the generati-
on of _-ray flux. it is produced in "_-channel" as illustrated in
Fig.I or in a gas cloud for a heating model through production and
decay of DT°-mesons. For columndensity X, of target being less than
nuclear one, X_ ,_-ray flux avaraged over period T can be written
down as
C_)= IT:_ /'F) (X /X _) _ _pCE)/_. (4)
where-C_ is a duration of_-pulse, Np(E).- is the number of protons
with th_ energy E produced by the pulsar per Is, _-is a solid angle
the proton beam is confined by (_ =4_C for isotropic case) andk_is
dimensionless ray yield, calculated by Berezinsky and Volynsky (_979)_
for power-law spectra under assumption of scaling and tabulated in
Table I for different values of integral spectrum exponents _. If the
normal companion of the binary is transparent for neutrinos, neutrino
flux is expected to be much higher than_-flux. As illustrated by
Fig.I neutrinos are produced mainly in the atmosphere behind the star
(relative to the observer) and thus a duration of_-pulse is_2R/v,
while that of _-pulse is -C_ _ (hI-h_)/v ,i.e. 7_7L_ _ 2R/K>>I.
For a heating model this ratio becomes less. Taking into account that
neutrinos are produced in the thick target, one finds for period ava-
raged _)_+_-flux, using neutrino yields (Berezinsky and Volynsky
I979) :
V- .... SL (5)
where 6<_I/2 is a fraction of energy retained by proton in one nu-
Clear collision. The values of ho_.+q_= are tabulated in Table I.
Table I r _p
I.I 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
',@'._/.,+',@.,_,__0.I3 0.095 0.070 0.052 0.040 0.030 0.023
_ 0.I2 0.09I 0.07I 0.O56 0.045 0.036 0.029
5. Luminosity. The spectrum of protons in Eq_ (4)_(5) can be taken in
_o_er-lgw form _ (E)=(E-I)(E/Eo)'(_+ ') Lp/Eoa" , where L_ is luminosity
• __
of the source in 'the form of accelerated particles, Eo._IGeV and _ is
an exponent of integral spectrum, whichaccording to_-observation
will be taken as _ =I.I • Then from (4) using _ _(E)=Fx(E)/r_-with
r=IOkpc and _ _(>3000TeV)=I.5 .lO-IWcm'_ s-_ on_ _obtains:
Lp =I.W'lO _0 _ T/'-c_._.___e_-_/5 (6)Ww
where, according to experimental data (Lloyd-Evans et al I983) T/_>
40. For proton beam with _IO "_ sr the luminosity decreases by Ta-
ctor of IO00.
.. 
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6. Detection of neutrino flux. The neutrino flux deep underground is
accompanied by equilibrium muon flux. For flat spectra, when |4 _|_
and for E)_ >_ITeV, when much energy losses can be taken as E'I_/_9/_--
=b, the equilibrium much flux can be expressed through muon moments
_-(E ) and _(E ) calculated by Berezinsky and Gazizov (1979) :
where _o =I'LIO-_ cm is a normalizing cross-section) NA =6.I0 z5 is
divogado number and for E)_ =ITeV and [ =l.I Y.-=0.25, _=0.I6 and
b=4.I0 -&cm_/g for a rock. The lowest neutrinol flux compatible with
the observed _-ray flux can be found from (4) and (5) if to take
_-_ = _and to assume _hat target is thin. Since at _ =gI _@_#_
One gets for flux densities _v_Cg)*i_.g_)_edE) • At E_ITeF accor-
ding to observations _3._0 '-_Icm-Z's"_ and hence from (7) %#(>ITeV_
_I.I0 cm" s . This lower limit flux can be detected only by very
large detectors with S_ lO_m _ , such as DUMAND or BAIKAL, at level of
counting rate _ j_oS_-3y/yr. Th_ muons of smaller energies don't
contribute significantly to the number of detected muons.
If the normal component of the binary is transparent for high energy
neutrinos, neutrino flux is given by (5) with _/T=R_, where A i_
separation. In this case it is easy to find for R_A _ (>ITeV) =
=7.6.I0 -'_ (_/Y_OW°erg. s-')(O.I/_2_ )cm-_-s -t . It oorrespon_iS to
_4( _p/I0 _ )(O.I/_'l-) muons with E/_ >f ITeV traversing the undergro-
und detector with S=IO0 m_ per Iyr. Such a possibility corresponds to
very small -C_ , as it folllows from (6).
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